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Post by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Dec 10, 2019 9:03 pm
Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors.
Due to incessant censorship by the enemy, I will try to keep this brief. The Joy of
Satan is highly censored and we are not allowed to partake in platforms of
communication or promote our ideas as we are rapidly devolving into
Communism and the enemy is in control of this world.
Criminals, the dross of the earth, is allowed to do so easily and freely, even
Muslim terrorists, but unfortunately we, which we are really most caring about
civilization and want to promote healthy values of self determination and uplifting
for humanity, we are shunned. The reasons are obvious, nobody wants people
knowing of the occult, or doing what is best for them such as to not race mix, or
to stop doing drugs, or to advance spiritually, as the powers that be hate these
types of people.
For those who haven't really got wind of this, we are moving from freedom and
individuality, self thought values, which dominated the West after the Renascence
into a rapidly devolving convulsed form of social communism. This includes mass
social censorship, promotion of deadly ideologies such as Islam, increased
incapability for people to assemble in Unions such as working or ideological
unions, censorship in Universities, impossibility to use public means of
communication such as social media, and all sorts of other criminal things. Having
public and "common" publications with our beliefs or even our occult tenets is
impossible, and was impossible. Everyone had to be a slave to the jews.
The Internet came in to change this. We now have a presence and our ideas exist.
Only the Gods know how much I have worked and tirelessly spent endless hours,
and how much I have given, and very happily, for Satan and the teachings of the
Gods to be available. This fight is not the fight of one or two individuals, our
existence is shared between all of us the children of the Gods.
Our ideology is so well grounded and formed, both from the perspective of
personal rights, freedom of the individual, and understanding natural laws at the

same time, which is a totally lethal combination for corrosive ideologies such as
Communism, which may have died as a political movement, but is well alive in
institutions, in the media, and everywhere else. The creditors and creators of this
program which are jews have pushed it real bad. One example is that Google
highly censors us.
You will see this in the views of the forum. It can't be that some posts get 4000
views and then others get 1000. This has to do with the traffic Google and other
search engines allow. As we progress into the future, it may be too late to
distribute the Truth, and the penalty may be death, for doing the high crime of
"Samizdat" which in the Communist dictionary is the self publication of leaflets
and newspapers. This is not the case today, there are still some means in the little
internet freedom that yet remains where promoting the Truth is possible.
Since the internet is really difficult to control with the current system, the enemy
is adapting. We have been wiped out by all mainstream social media. Many of
your remember my Youtube channel. Our ideas are obviously famous and
attractive to people. At the peak I was getting 1500 views distributed on every
video per day, and around a minimum of 50 to 70, to sometimes 100 subscribers
per day. At least like 50 of these people ended up on the forums. 10 even got to
dedicate, the rest considered our existence, which is still great.
Other channels like Thulean Perspective, were gaining possibly around tens of
thousands of views, and Varg at his peak was gaining like 250 subscribers per day.
He was smitten and he was nowhere close to the JoS unmasking, he played it
safe. But he was a Pagan and the enemy removed him for obvious reasons. Other
shills who befriended jews or worshipped the jewish rabbi on the stick, their
channels are still alive.
We don't hide, our forums are totally open and all our discourses are open for the
public, for every man and woman on the world to see. Conspiracies like the
enemy thrive in darkness, and this is why the enemy devalues and censors
everyone, because clearly our ideals are appealing.
Long story short it's only up to us to promote our ideals and nobody else. We
have done a great deal already and the snowball has left the mountain. It's a good

idea to just increase the snowball so the village of the ghouls just collapses with
greater certainty. The RTR is coming to cap on everything and solve this matter
once and for all.
This work can be done easily, comfortably, and totally anonymously. Just learn
how to use a proxy and nothing else should be really required for this very simple
task. Others who are more adepts in internet stuff, can do other things too.
Now let's set four levels of goals on what we can do, with a very little time, to
promote ourselves. 4 level is like the total maximum.
One can spread information really easy online. With a little time and patience,
one can guarantee that 100 people per day will get to at least encounter the
Truth. 100 is ideal and that is 36500 people if one follows this yearly.
If we go by a basis of just 20 random online people, which should take no more
than 5 to 10 minutes online, we have around 7300 people, which is impressive.
This can be achieved with just 5 minutes online.
20 people per day = 7300 yearly.
50 people per day = 18250 yearly.
75 people per day = 27375 yearly.
100 people per day = 36500 yearly.
The lowest category even in the simplest way of sending an e-mail should take
about 5 minutes. If one practices this differently, such as let's say one answers in
Quora or infiltrates a forum, one might as well reach 1000 people in less than 5
minutes.
If just 1000 people of us do just the absolute minimum of 20 people per day
online, this equates to 7,300,000 people in one year. That's just the lowest level
with just 1000 people.
So just get your internet warfare for 20 people per day and this is what we are
going to achieve. This is huge.
Ponder the possibilities and how much we can achieve for Satan and the Gods.

We have to use the internet while we still can.
Those of you who are really advanced may be able to get this promoted to people
such as tens of thousands of even hundreds of thousands per month.
Below I will provide a summary of methods. Everyone can find their own, be
creative. Have fun while you are at it.
1. Instagram or social media but never directly
2. Creating websites that touch an X amount of people per year. This may be as
low as a 10 per day, that is ok. This is half the lower goal with you doing
absolutely nothing at all. What's important is that the website exists. It can be a
copy paste of already existing Joy of Satan pages.
3. Writing in boards where you know hundreds of people will see something. With
this one just skyrockets the above numbers. Essentially, even ONE reply per day
done in one board, gets the goal of 100+ people done.
4. Randomly distributing memes on random websites where people are going to
see them
5. Even promoting in video games can give exposure to hundreds. Avoid Blizzard
and any video game where you have your real life name in, as you will get banned
or in trouble. In such games private chats are less likely to be influenced. Be
creative, it can be any online game.
6. Indirect Youtube promotion. What do I mean by deceitful is that you do not
outright make Satanic Videos, but rather put the links in description on unrelated
topics, or whatever.
7. Boards like 4chan, Reddit, Voat, Minds, Gab, BitChute, etc.
On the comments we can simply give further advice on co-ordination as the
above is just a general idea.
Feel free to co-ordinate this further. We don't need to formally begin at January
1st 2020, we might as well begin now.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
ϟ • SS War Room - RTR Co-Ordinator https://www.evilgoy.com • ϟ

ϟ • Azazel's Marketplace http://www.josmarket.org/ Closed, working • ϟ
ϟ • Joy Of Satan Websites Uptime Monitor
https://uptime.theyknow.in/uptime.html • ϟ

